
Five Current Trends in Lab Design
Are you wondering what’s happening in the world of lab 
design? Based on Hixson’s own experiential data, and 
through attendance at recent conferences such as the 
Lab Design Conference and I2SL, Hixson has compiled 
the following list of five key trends and opportunities for 
best-in-class lab design:

1.	 Increased	 Space .  In  general ,  COVID has 
increased the need for science: More testing, more 
manufacturing of the items used to conduct and 
process diagnostic testing, more research into 
treatments, etc. Therefore, spaces that support such 
endeavors are in greater demand.

2.	 Adaptive	Reuse. Since many office workers have 
transitioned to full or partial remote work options, 
many lab owners are looking to convert existing 
offices for lab use. There are two components to this 
trend: Lab owners may be looking to convert spaces, 
e.g., a floor of a building or they may be choosing to 
move into existing core and shell buildings rather 
than building a whole new facility, whether moving 
into existing buildings as a tenant (leased space) or 
spaces that are already owned. Both scenarios come 
with their own set of unique challenges. Hixson’s 
recent webinar, “How to Successfully Adapt Existing 

Office Space Into Laboratory Spaces,” discussed 
some of the things owners should watch for to 
effectively and cost-efficiently adapt offices into high-
performing lab space.

3.	 Supply	Chain	Woes.	  The nation’s supply chain 
issues are not just affecting our daily lives, but 
is creating issues with labs too! From a facility 
perspective, this serves as a good reminder that 
inventory storage is important and should not be 
minimized. When planning a facility, decide how 
much inventory should be kept on hand in case there 
are future supply chain interruptions. The supply 
chain is also creating havoc with construction of 
new or renovation lab projects, with higher prices 
on materials and slower time-to-completion.
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4.	 Lab	Automation. Does this sound familiar? Your lab needs to hire more people, but the perfect candidates don’t 
exist. Automating the lab is one way to reduce the need for people, allowing the hiring focus to be shifted to the 
higher-value positions.

5.	 Other	Factors.  A few other factors are also creating opportunities for lab design changes, including the need 
to improve: 

• Collaboration between workers. In the changing, post-COVID work environment, evolving models of team 
collaboration is driving the need for new spaces to be designed.

• Ergonomics within the lab environment. By keeping the lab users healthy, the inclusion of ergonomics 
improves the lab output and employee satisfaction.

• Indoor air quality. This has always been important, but COVID has put a renewed focus on improving indoor 
air quality. 

• Sustainability. Lab owners are becoming increasingly mindful of the need to minimize impacts to the 
environment. Lab design can support sustainability initiatives and goals.
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